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      Online Casino
     


    Bianz is a platform for reviews of the best casinos in New Zealand
     

      Bianz is the best and most complete online casino guide for New Zealand players! Get access to the best promotions 2023, tips on how to acquire advantages, Free Spins, tournaments, as well as check out the largest selection of online games for your bets!
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         10$ no deposit bonus and welcome up to 500$ in Jackpot City PT!
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         Welcome up to $ 700 + 300 free spins at Rizk
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         Exclusive slots at Emu-the newest casino in New Zealand!
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         Lucky Nugget Casino
        

         Lucky Nugget: welcome bonus from 100% up to $1000!
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                   100% up to 500 EUR + 200 free spins and 1 bonus crab
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% up to 800$ + 200 free spins and 1 bonus crab
                   

           Bonus
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                   1st deposit - 100% match up to 400
                   

           Bonus
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                   1st deposit - 100% match up to 400
                   

           Bonus
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                   1st deposit - 100% match up to 300
                   

           Bonus
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                   200% on 1st deposit UP TO €500 + 160 FREE SPINS
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% bonus  worth up to C$166
                   

           Bonus
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                   1ST DEPOSIT 125% UP TO 100EUR
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% up to $500 + 50fs
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% up to 300 euros
                   

           Bonus
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                   200% up to 500 euros + 100 free spins on first deposit
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% bonus on the first deposit up to 200USD
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% on 1st deposit up to 200€
                   

           Bonus
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                   180% bonus on 1st deposit
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% to 1st deposit
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% bonus  worth up to c$166
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% up to 200€ EUR + 70FS
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% Bonus on your first deposit worth up to $500 + 100 Free Spins
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% + up to 500 FS
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% + up to 500 FS
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% + up to 500 FS
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% up to 500Є + 200FS
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% + 100 free spins up to €500 or 5BTC
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% + 200 free spins up to $6000 or 5BTC
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% + 150 free spins up to $1500 or 5BTC
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% on 1st deposit up to $500 + 100 Free Spins
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% match bonus up to $300 plus 50 free spins
                   

           Bonus
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                   $2500+ 250 Free Spins
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% up to 100 euro
                   

           Bonus
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                   50 FREE SPINS on the Book of Dead
                   

           Bonus
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                   235% + 30 FS on Goblins: Gluttony of Gems
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% on 1st deposit UP TO €111 + 33 FREE SPINS
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% BONUS UP TO 500€ + 200 Free Spins
                   

           Bonus
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                   1500 EUR + 200 FS
                   

           Bonus
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                   2000 EUR + 200 free spins
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% up to CA$900 + 150 free spins on Book of Dead
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% bonus up to €500 + 250 Free Spins
                   

           Bonus
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                   up to 2000$ + 200 FS
                   

           Bonus
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          94
         

          Classification
         




          x116030
         

          Maximum gain
         




          96.6%
         

          RTP
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          Classification
         




          x3904
         

          Maximum gain
         




          96.8%
         

          RTP
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          Classification
         




          x1250
         

          Maximum gain
         




          97%
         

          RTP
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     Don't miss these offers
    













         24 days remaining
        

         19 Jan - 30 Oct
        




         10$ no deposit bonus and welcome up to 500$ in Jackpot City PT!
        

        For the offer
        

          Detail
         


         18+ | play responsibly / Responsible Gaming / welcome bonus is divided into 3 First deposits. Minimum deposit: $10. Rollover of the 3 bonuses: 60x. validity: 15 days. / Rules and conditions apply
        

















         24 days remaining
        

         27 Jan - 30 Oct
        




         Welcome up to $ 700 + 300 free spins at Rizk
        

        For the offer
        

          Detail
         


         18+ / play responsibly / Responsible Gaming / players have 21 days to meet the minimum wagering requirements of 2 times the bonus amount. / Rules and conditions apply
        

















         24 days remaining
        

         5 Jul - 30 Oct
        




         Exclusive slots at Emu-the newest casino in New Zealand!
        

        For the offer
        

          Detail
         


         18+ / play responsibly / Responsible Gaming / registration and possible bonuses only available for +18 at Emu Casino. Any related questions can be consulted through the Support Service. Rules and conditions apply
        

















         24 days remaining
        

         1 Sep - 30 Oct
        




         Lucky Nugget: welcome bonus from 100% up to $1000!
        

        For the offer
        

          Detail
         


         18+ / play responsibly / Responsible Gaming / welcome bonus from 100% up to $1000. Dep. min. $10. Validity: 28 days. / Rules and conditions apply
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         Classification
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       Top New Zealand online Casinos
      


       The New Zealand online casino market is a promising niche, with relevant names from all over the world looking to invest in our country. And that's a good thing for all of us players who are always wanting News and
       
        best deals from online casinos
       
       .
      


       Want to know which is the best online casino in New Zealand? We have the answer!
      


       So what we can tell you is that here at bianz.co.nz, our team is always attentive!
      


       We are here to help you!
      


       We are a team passionate about online casinos! In addition to players, we are professionals and critics. We have tested, analyzed and brought our experiences since online casinos New Zealand began to gain space and move millions.
      


       Online Casino in New Zealand: is the pioneer of casinos
      


       Did you know that New Zealand has the oldest physical casino? The New Zealand government officially authorized the activity of casinos in 1927 in the country. But despite this, these houses only became part of the dollarpeia routine in the seventeenth century, with various games that can be found to this day.
      


       This spread of gambling – or bad luck-was responsible for the large and traditional betting and entertainment establishments in the country, receiving thousands of tourists annually.
      


       TOP 10 of the best land-based casinos to visit in New Zealand
      


	
           Rank
          	
           Physical Casino
          	
           City
          	
           Address
          
	

            1
           
	

            Hibiscus Coast Casino
           
	
           Hibiscus Coast
          	
           Praça José Teodoro dos Santos 2765 237
          
	

            2
           
	

            Casino Napier
           
	
           Napier
          	
           19th Street, No. 85 4501 – 858 Napier
          
	

            3
           
	

            Casino Wellington
           
	
           Wellington
          	
           Alameda dos Oceanos, lot 1.03.01 Parque das Nações I 1990 – 204 Wellington
          
	

            4
           
	

            Casino Dunedin
           
	
           Dunedin
          	
           Avenida Infante Dom Henrique 8901 – 908
          
	

            5
           
	

            Hotel Casino Auckland
           
	
           Auckland
          	
           Extreme place-Valdanta 5400-001 Auckland
          
	

            6
           
	

            Casino Christchurch
           
	
           Christchurch from the mouth
          	
           Rua Dr. Calado, 1 3080-153 Christchurch da Foz
          
	

            7
           
	

            Hamilton Casino
           
	
           City of Hamilton
          	
           Avenida de Braga Hamilton de Varzim Casino Building 4490-403 Povoa de Varzim
          
	

            8
           
	

            Casino Tauranga
           
	
           Algarve
          	
           Praça do Casino 8126 – 908 Quarteira
          
	

            9
           
	

            Casino Madeira
           
	
           Madeira Island
          	
           Avenida do Infante, 9004-513 Funchal
          
	

            10
           
	

            Algarve Casino and Hotel
           
	
           Algarve
          	
           Avenida Tomás Cabreira 8500 – 802
          





        It has a lot of physical casino, but the New Zealand really likes is an online bet...
       




        Nowadays everything has changed and you can now play at any New Zealand online casino from the comfort of your home!
       



       A report published by the Gaming Regulatory Inspection Service (SRIJ), recorded an increase in the number of online bets and a reduction in the use of land-based casinos in the first quarter of 2021 across New Zealand.
      


       Online games showed a 13.3% increase with a gross revenue of
       
        $ 128.3 million generated by online gaming and betting activity in New Zealand
       
       , in the first quarter of 2021 compared to the last quarter of last year. Yes it is true! You can now play at any New Zealand online casino.
      


       On the other hand, the gambling activity practiced in Physical New Zealand casinos and machine rooms had a reduction of 83,2% compared to the previous quarter, and a reduction of about 90,3% compared to the same period last year.
      


       Legal Casinos in New Zealand
      


       In order for the sites to be considered legal casinos in New Zealand, a license is required for them. The most common licenses for online houses are from countries such as Malta, Gibraltar, the United Kingdom, Curaçao and New Zealand. Or include their competent bodies such as Malta Gaming Authority (MGA) ,
       

       Curacao e-Gaming ,
       

       Alderney Gambling Control Commission and
       

       Uk Gambling Commission (UKGC) .
      


       Remember that all the sites mentioned by our team are licensed online casinos in New Zealand.
      


       Each legislation has its own rules and parameters to comply with the laws of each country, which is not as complex as it seems, in fact.
      


       We advance in advance that all casinos recommended by our team are licensed and properly audited by the regulatory authority SRIJ – New Zealand Gaming Regulation and Inspection Service.
      


       However, what does this mean in practice when we are talking about legal online casinos in New Zealand?
      


       Gaming Regulation and Inspection Service New Zealand
      


       The Gaming Regulation and Inspection Service (SRIJ) is the body that co-ordinates and oversees gambling activity, holding control, inspection, regulatory and sanctioning powers in New Zealand.
      


       This body is integrated into the Tourism Institute of New Zealand, I. P. and ensures all security for bookmakers, players and also for the state. Online Casinos with a valid license to operate within New Zealand are those regulated by the SRIJ.
      




       Explore our casino reviews
      


       Even when it comes to online casinos from other countries, we are careful to analyze one by one and define which of them are reliable and fit the New Zealand market. And we are very demanding in this!
      



        Spin
       
       and
       
        888 Casino
       
       they are one of the most respected and well evaluated by our team. This is because they have really studied and invested in the New Zealand public, creating versions, Games, Customer Service and payment methods according to our style and market!
      




       Other tips to keep in mind
      


       Welcome bonuses are very common and widely used by New Zealanders. This is an offer that online casinos offer for new players to register on the page. It is important to realize that some of them can be confusing and may not even be as advantageous as they claim to be.
      


       Therefore, before betting your money, read the terms and conditions of the bonus and the casino only to then make a decision. For this, prefer casinos that offer the New Zealand version of the terms if you are not familiar with other languages.
      


	

            Did you know that?
           

	
           A 12.1% increase in the number of new registrations with New Zealand online casinos was noted by SRIJ in the first quarter of 2021 compared to the last quarter of last year.
          




       Enjoy the casino bonuses!
      


       Who doesn't like to get a gift? And when it comes to bonus offer, New Zealand online casinos are masters of the subject! They can come in various formats such as 100% of the first deposit amount, free slot spins or even bonuses without depositing any money.
      


       Free Spins: the more the merrier! 🎰
      


       One of the most common and preferred of New Zealanders, free spins are a hit! Free spins allow you to try new slots, win cash bonuses and have fun! 🎉
      


       In our opinion, they are a way to make your online gaming experience even better. So if you are an experienced Slot Machine fan or want to play for the first time, don't forget to check out our
       
        selection of bonuses and promotions
       
       .
      


       Discover other amazing New Zealand casino offers!
      


       Looking for New Zealand casinos offers with the most promising wagering requirements? You're in the right place! Find here: slot tournaments, sweepstakes and trips, birthday bonuses and live casino promotions. Expect to find offers so good that you will be in doubt as to which is the best!
      


	

            Did you know that?
           

	
           The average time that an application for withdrawal of profits under online casinos takes about 3 business days. However, there are times when payments are transferred in less than 5 hours!
          




       Increase your chances of winning with online casinos
      


       There will always be uncertainties when playing casino games. Even if you control as many variables as possible, there will always be things out of your control, because, as the name says, it's all about betting and luck. However, that doesn't mean you can't develop some basic strategies to increase your earning potential at New Zealand online casinos.
      


       Basic casino strategies
      


       If you focus on hitting the basics, you have more chances when it comes time to play, such as:
      


       ✔️
       
        Collect the best bonuses
       



       New Zealand casino bonuses are a safety net. They won't stop you from losing, but they'll be there to catch you if you fall. They do not prevent your losses, but they can help – and a lot – to control your potential for gains and losses.
      


       ✔️
       
        Choose the right games
       



       Some people like slot machines better, others will thrive on blackjack. The goal of online casino games is to find what works best for you. What games do you like the most? What kind of decision Do you make best? And most importantly, which games have the best payout rates? You need to consider these details before choosing a game to start betting for real Money.
      


       ✔️
       
        Read our reviews
       



       Our casino New Zealand reviews provide you with all the information you need to make decisions. In addition to reading them in isolation, use them to compare casinos and online games, so you can have a better chance of winning or taking advantage of specific bonuses.
      


       ✔️
       
        Start playing at Free Online casinos first
       



       Games in demo format can be a great way to hone your skills and have fun for free. Some New Zealand online casinos offer this option, which allows you to play in demo mode and get to know the game until you decide if you want to bet for real Money. Find free online casinos in our guides for your bets.
      


       ✔️
       
        Note the RTP of the game
       



       Another way to improve your potential win rate is to look at the return to Player (RTP) of a game. The well-known RTP is the percentage of return on investment of your original bet that we can receive in an infinite number of attempts. It is important to note that the indices of the RTP are theoretical and do not always happen in the short term. However, games with a high RTP should in theory offer better long-term potential.
      


       ✔️
       
        Watch for volatility
       



       Volatility refers to how often we can expect to win. In games with high volatility, usually the frequency of wins is lower, but each win will be more profitable. Casino games with low volatility tend to pay lower premiums, but more often.
      


       Most popular payment methods in New Zealand
      


       One thing we always warn you about in our guides are the payment methods offered by New Zealand online casinos. If a casino site wants to win New Zealand, it needs to offer the best it can.
      


       The
       
        most used payment methods in our country
       
       it is credit cards such as Visa and Mastercard – however, this second can be a headache when withdrawing your earnings – bank transfers and electronic wallets.
      


	

            You know what?
           

	
           Did you know that Blackjack is known to be one of the games with the least advantage in casinos? With a little luck and a lot of strategy, Blackjack can be a highly profitable casino game!
          




       Payment methods: what is the best option?
      


       The payment methods made available by online casinos in New Zealand is an important criterion that New Zealand players think about when registering. The online casino should offer a wide variety of deposit and withdrawal methods, to ensure player safety as comfortably as possible.
      


       Most popular payment methods at New Zealand casinos
      


       Among the most popular payment methods in online casinos, we find:
      


	
           Payment method
          	
           Type
          	
           Average deposit Time
          	
           Average time to lift
          
	

            AIM
           
	
           Credit card
          	
           Immediate
          	
           3 working days
          
	

            Mastercard
           
	
           Credit card
          	
           Immediate
          	
           3 working days
          
	

            Skrill
           
	
           eWallet
          	
           Immediate
          	
           3 working days
          
	

            Neteller
           
	
           eWallet
          	
           Immediate
          	
           3 working days
          
	

            Paysafecard
           
	
           Prepaid card
          	
           Immediate
          	
           Not available
          
	

            ATM
           
	
           Local bank
          	
           Immediate
          	
           Not available
          
	

            Bank transfer
           
	
           Database
          	
           2 to 3 working days
          	
           2 to 3 working days
          




       Online casino games: which one is best for you?
      


       The casino New Zealand games are of the most varied and for all kinds of tastes. In New Zealand there are no restrictions on online games, with the exception of the live mode, so all modalities come here, including the latest: games. But there are still table games like poker, baccarat, blackjack; bingos, scratch cards, and famous porridge.
      


       Slot Machines: in the heart of New Zealand! ❤️
      


       New Zealand darlings, slot machines accounted for 73% of the total bets placed in the first quarter of 2021 at New Zealand casinos, according to the SRIJ.
      


       The truth is that
       
        there are a few different types of slots machines
       
       , among the 3D slots, where it looks like the characters are leaving the screen; the progressive jackpot slots, which give you the opportunity to win large amounts; the classic slots, with fruit themes and numbers; and video slots, with cinema themes.
      



        Experience:
       


	

         Bonus Buy-slots
        

         :
        
        Some slot games allow the player to buy bonuses in order to boost their winnings.
        
         Find out what games they offer and how to buy them at New Zealand casinos
        
        .
       


	

         Highest paying Slots
        

         :
        
        time to know what they are
        
         games with the highest payout rate among New Zealand casinos.
        



	

         Slots with high RTP
        

         :
        
        Maximize your winnings with best return to Player slots.
        
         Find the slot games with the highest RTP among New Zealand casinos.
        



	

         Progressive Slots:
        
        The
        
         progressive games
        
        they are responsible for the most disputed prizes in casinos.
       


	

         Megaways Slots
        

         :
        
        Understand
        
         how to win more when playing Megaways Slots
        
        in New Zealand casinos!
       



	

            You know what?
           

	

            You know what?
           

            A grand prize of – 146 million Swedish crowns was held in the jackpot famous for making millionaires, the Mega Moolah
           
           .
          




       Blackjack: your skills increase your chances!
      


       Slot machines are the most popular casino game in the world, but blackjack is the connoissnzd's choice.
      




         Online Blackjack is a direct battle between you and the dealer!
        




       Both start with two cards and the goal is to get as close to a total of 21 without overtaking. However, what is unique about blackjack is that it allows you to improve this advantage with the right moves at the right time. But since we're not very good at keeping secrets, did you know that a mathematician created a formula to beat casinos at blackjack and now applies the technique to investments?!
      


       In the book
       
        A Man for All Markets: Beat the Odds, from Las Vegas to Wall Street
       
       , in a free translation into New Zealand of " a man for all markets: getting the improbable, from Las Vegas to Wall Street,” says he has acquired $ 247 million in less than two decades.
      



        This ability, especially to make approximate accounts quickly, remains valuable, especially in evaluating the quantitative statements you are facing (page 26).
       






        Baccarat: the game of
       


         James Bond
        


        in your home!
       



       One of the classic casino games often seen in the 007 movies with James Bond, Baccarat is popular all over the world. There are a variety of New Zealand online casinos that offer many variants of online Baccarat.
      


       In fiction, the character plays different types of tables, excelling at Poker and BlackJack. However, evidence indicates that, in fact, Bond's favourite game is Baccarat.
      


       There are not many elements to worry about in the game of baccarat, in sumo, it is a simple game and known to be one of the least advantageous games for the casino!
       






         We have the best places to play online Baccarat New Zealand!
        




       Other New Zealand casino games you should try
      

	

         Roulette:
        
        This is one of the most popular games in New Zealand with 36 numbers plus 0 and 00. Do you know how roulette works? What are the main strategies and how should one play?
        
         Our team is here to help you with this
        

         !
        



	

         Poker:
        
        If you are a big fan of poker, you may want to take a look at the pages that have many different versions and get excited by the choice.
        
         This popular card game is offered in the Best New Zealand casinos.
        



	

         Craps:
        
        One of the oldest casino games, DICE has become a hit online.
        
         Discover the types of bets, strategies, bonuses, even tips on how to win at online craps
        
        .
       


	

         Live Casinos:
        
        Just like on TV, the real-time casino studios are Moderna, beautiful, full of colors and lights. Better thing, indeed! A presenter welcomes you with a smile on his face and gives you the guidelines of the game.
        
         They also have the biggest conversation with players on various topics
        
        .
       


	

         Game Shows:
        
        How about trying out games with presenters that will make you feel like you're in a real TV show?! These are the
        
         game shows
        
        - popular in USA.
       



	

            You know what?
           

	
           For the first quarter of 2021, there was a drop in gross revenue in all types of games of, respectively, 93.3%, 96.7% and 91.6%, in banked, unbanked, and practiced in automatic machines, as revealed by the SRIJ .
          




       What to do if you encounter problems at a New Zealand casino
      


       There may be times when you need help and support. Whether you are a beginner or a professional, you may have some questions. For the problems they need to solve, a strong customer support network is needed.
      


       Therefore, we emphasize the importance of customer service in New Zealand! Online casinos
       
        Spin
       
       and
       
        Casino New Zealand
       
       they are highlights when it comes to customer service. They have several service channels such as an FAQ section, email service, national telephone and 24-hour live chat with our language.
      


       Contact your casino
      


       In case of questions or problems while playing online, we suggest that you always access the Frequently Asked Questions available on the casino sites. Generally, this page has a lot of the most necessary information for a player.
      


       If the doubt persists, we suggest you go live and talk to an assistant. Problems with documents and inquiries are best discussed by email.
      


	

            You know what?
           

	
           Microgaming is the first software developer live games on the Internet. Their first live production was in 1994 and went viral.
          




       Best online casinos in New Zealand
      



        Our online casino reviews will provide you with the facts
       
       but they won't make the decision for you. This is where you need to use your own judgment. To help, here are the main points you need to consider when choosing a casino to start playing at...
      



        Explore our casino reviews
       



       Our online casino reviews contain information about what a site should offer. Our experts do not just say what is interesting, we offer comparisons so that our readers can see a clear comparison of important topics...
      



        Best casinos in New Zealand overall
       



       Check out our ranking of the best casinos in New Zealand based on the attributes mentioned below:
      


	
           Rank
          	
           Casino
          	
           Point
          
	
           1
          	


             Spin
            

	

            93
           

	
           2
          	


             888 Casino
            

	

            88
           

	
           3
          	


             Mate
            

	

            87
           

	
           4
          	


             Casino New Zealand
            

	

            86
           

	
           5
          	


             Rizk
            

	

            85
           






        Our casino reviews are based on:
       


	

         Casino popularity
        




       The determining points to evaluate a best online casino by its popularity, are, in short based on volume of searches that each of them have and number of active players.
      


       Top casinos in New Zealand based on popularity:
      


	
           Rank
          	
           Casino
          	
           Point
          
	
           1
          	


             Betclic
            

	

            100
           

	
           2
          	


             Mate
            

	

            99
           

	
           3
          	


             Rizk
            

	

            97
           

	
           4
          	


             Spin
            

	

            96
           




	

         Terms & Conditions offered
        




       To find out if a site is the best online casino in New Zealand, we review casino by casino, so our assessment of the Terms & Conditions is fair. They are values that depend on the rollover and validity of your bonuses.
      


       Top casinos in New Zealand based on terms & conditions:
      


	
           Rank
          	
           Casino
          	
           Point
          
	
           1
          	


             Betclic
            

	

            88
           

	
           2
          	


             Mate
            

	

            87
           

	
           3
          	


             Rizk
            

	

            86
           

	
           4
          	


             SkyCity
            

	

            85
           

	
           5
          	


             Lucky Nugget
            

	

            84
           




	

         Usability of the site
        




       Does the casino site offer clear options and are the Games easy to find? This is the usability of the casino website that we have also carefully evaluated.
      


       Best casinos in New Zealand, based on usability:
      


	
           Rank
          	
           Casino
          	
           Point
          
	
           1
          	


             Lucky Nugget
            

	

            85
           

	
           2
          	


             All Slots
            

	

            84
           

	
           3
          	


             888 Casino
            

	

            83
           

	
           4
          	


             Jackpot City
            

	

            82
           

	
           5
          	


             Casino New Zealand
            

	

            81
           




	

         Quality of Support Service
        




       Here we evaluate if each site is the best online casino in New Zealand if they offer services such as Live Chat, email support and what time they have.
      


       Best casinos in New Zealand, based on Support Service
      


	
           Rank
          	
           Casino
          	
           Point
          
	
           1
          	


             Spin
            

	

            100
           

	
           2
          	


             Casino New Zealand
            

	

            100
           

	
           3
          	


             All Slots
            

	

            100
           

	
           4
          	


             Mate
            

	

            75
           

	
           5
          	


             Jackpot City
            

	

            75
           





       As we are not much to keep secret, we will bring you the names of the Best New Zealand online casinos, rigorously evaluated by our team of experts, according to some criteria of usability and advantages. In general, the score looks like this:
      


	
           Rank
          	
           Casino
          	
           Point
          
	
           1
          	


             Spin
            

	

            93
           

	
           2
          	


             888 Casino
            

	

            88
           

	
           3
          	


             Mate
            

	

            87
           

	
           4
          	


             Casino New Zealand
            

	

            86
           

	
           5
          	


             Rizk
            

	

            85
           






        New casinos on the market? Test them!
       



       Is there a new casino in New Zealand? It's time to test it! Usually,
       
        new casinos
       
       they come packed with innovative promotions, interesting features and something more flashy that can be quite convenient to test it!
      





        How to register at a new casino
       



       Registering at a New Zealand online casino may be easier than you think! First, of course, you must be at least 18 years old and in a matter of minutes you can open an account at the casino of your choice!
      



        1. Check out the requirements of legal casinos in New Zealand
       



       The srij is the body that coordinates and oversees gambling activity in New Zealand. Make sure that the site you are playing on has the proper license to perform in our country.
      



        2. Send your contact details
       



       When you click on the button to register with the casino, you will need to provide some details, including full name, date of birth, address, telephone number and a valid payment method on your behalf. After entering this data and creating your username and password, you will receive an email or SMS requesting the completion of the verification. Your casino account will be created as soon as you complete this check, and you'll be ready to start playing!
      



        3. Make the first deposit
       



       Once you are sure that this is the casino that is prepared to trust your information, register and verify the account, it is time to deposit. Probably by now, you will already be aware of the casino welcome bonus, so the first deposit will automatically release you if you meet the minimum deposit amount.
      



        4. Choose your game and hit play!
       



       Now that the whole process will be finished, it's time for fun! Search for your favorite slot games and hit the tile! If you do not know which game to choose, do not worry, look for the casino games on our site and ask yourself how to play any of the Games described!
      


	

            Did you know that?
           

	
           The first real money bet in an online casino was in 1996 at InterCasino – an Indian brand that is still popular today!
          




       Best mobile casino apps
      


       The game you want to play, from slots to live games, bonuses, offers and more – the best features can be found in mobile casinos! Playing New Zealand mobile casinos can provide you with even more convenience. The advantages of playing mobile are even greater than traditional methods.
      


       Top 3 best mobile casino apps for 2023
      


       The three options listed below are considered by many to be the best mobile casino operators on the market:
      



        1. 888 Casino New Zealand-Games
       


	
        Bonus: $ 8 free no deposit, 50x rollover
       




        888 Casino
       
       it was the most recommended app by New Zealand players. In addition to offering more than 200 of the most popular slots and roulette games of the moment, the app processes payments, registrations and everything you want!
      



        2. Lucky Nugget Casino New Zealand
       


	
        Bonus: 100% up to$ 300 when using Offer Code ' New Zealand300’
       



       By depositing $ 10 or more using the code above, you can try your luck from classic jackpots to Moderna and stylish roulette and blackjack games, all through the da app
       
        Lucky Nugget
       
       !
      



        3. Casino New Zealand
       


	
        Bonus: $ 10 free with registration
       




        Casino New Zealand
       
       app offers casino games, sports betting, Plus jackpots, and much more, with a$ 10 free bonus when you register!
      


	

            Did you know that?
           

	
           According to the SRIJ, the gross revenue from gambling practiced in New Zealand casinos and machine room, during the first quarter of 2021, reached the highest value in January, with about 5 million dollars, followed by the months of March and February with, respectively, about 495 and 414 thousand dollars.
          




       Coolest casino providers from New Zealand
      


       Behind all the great and good casino New Zealand online are the best software providers on the market. The developers are the great creators of all the games mentioned by us here.
      


       We have made a selection of the best providers in the New Zealand market in accordance with each type of casino game.
      


	

            Provider
           
	

            Type of Game
           
	

            Concept
           
	

            Best games
           

	


             NetEnt
            

	

            Slots
           
	
           Progressive jackpot network that has already paid out tens of millions in prizes
          	

            Starburst
           
           ,
           
            Twin Spin
           
           ,
           
            Bloodsuckers
           
           , Jack Hammer and Divine Fortune.
          
	


             Microgaming
            

	

            Slots
           
	
           Dynamic Payline system that offers up to 117,649 ways to win
          	

            Thunderstruck II
           
           ,
           
            Mega Moolah
           
           and
           
            Immortal Romance
           

	


             Big Time Gaming
            

	

            Slots
           
	
           Company behind Megaways game mechanics
          	
           Extra Chilli and Bonanza
          
	

            Playtech
           
	

            Slots
           
	
           Games that are part of an ongoing series
          	
           Jackpot Age of the Gods.
          
	


             Evolution Gaming
            

	

            Baccarat
           

            –
           

            Live casino
           
	
           Online Baccarat through their live tables
          	
           Dragon Tiger Live, Dream Catcher, Mega Ball and Crazy Time
          
	

            Evolution, Playtech and NetEnt
           
	

            Roulette
           
	
           Live roulette streamed from the physical casinos and virtual roulette.
          	
           Immersive Roulette, Speed Roulette and Double Ball Roulette
          
	


             iSoftBet
            

	

            Slots
           
	
           Titles inspired by movies and TV series
          	

            Book of Immortals
           
           ,
           
            Jackpot Rank
           
           and
           
            Raging Reindeer
           





       Play responsibly
      



        New Zealand casino games should be your fun time
       
       . When you place bets, potential prizes and all, all that's left is entertainment. If you're not having fun, you shouldn't be playing. If you decide to play, do it responsibly.
      


       Playing too much?
      


       Everyone has their own limits, but ask yourself:
      



        Am I thinking more about betting than anything else?
       



       If you're putting other things on hold to play casino, you're playing too much. Some of the common signs of gambling addiction are:
      

	
        Anxiety when playing (or not playing);
       
	
        Spend more time and money than you really can;
       
	
        Feel the need to bet more and more;
       
	
        Can't stop and don't know when to stop playing;
       
	
        Lost or confused relationships with close people;
       
	
        Hiding things from family and friends.
       



       Seek help when needed!
      


       There are a number of tools that we can use to curb a possible addiction to online games. You can set limits on bets, losses, time and even choose to self-exclude from online casinos.
      


       If you need help with the consequences, speaking for yourself, there are other independent bodies that can help you be:
      

	
        BeGambleAware
       
	
        GAMSTOP
       
	
        GamCare
       
	
        Gamblers Anonymous
       



       Conclusion
      


       Taking advantage of your free time to have fun at the Best New Zealand online casinos is an excellent idea when there is a guide like Bianz.
      


       By following our tips and real casino reviews, you can further improve your experience when playing at a casino in New Zealand!
      


       Curious to learn more about our team? Get to know us better! We also have a site with betting tips for New Zealand players, which you will surely like to know, Onlinecasino .
      








       Frequently Asked Questions
      




         What are the types of online casino games?
        


          You can find different types of games like slots, roulette, blackjack and live casino games. It all depends on which of them best fit with what you are looking for.
         







         What are the legal casinos in New Zealand?
        


          For online casinos licensed in New Zealand, a license from SRIJ is required for them. The most common licenses are from countries such as: Malta, Gibraltar, United Kingdom, Curaçao and New Zealand. Or to include the competent bodies thereof: Malta Gaming Authority (MGA), Curaçao e-Gaming, Alderney Gambling Control Commission, UK Gambling Commission (UKGC).
         







         What is the best online casino in New Zealand?
        


          Check out our best online casino guide on this page to learn how we review and select the best online casinos in New Zealand. We have a complete list!
         







         What are the safe online casinos in New Zealand?
        


          All sites mentioned on our page are secure online casinos licensed by the srij, which is the gaming and betting regulator in New Zealand. Don't risk your luck betting on sites that are not recommended by our team.
         







         How to make a deposit in online casino?
        


          Making an initial deposit is easy. Just log in to your account, go to the cashier page and select a valid payment option.
         







         How to play at Free Online casinos?
        


          Games in demo format can be a great way to hone your skills and have fun for free. Some New Zealand online casinos offer this option, which allows you to play in demo mode and get to know the game until you decide if you want to bet for real Money. Find free online casinos in our guides for your bets.
         












        Latest news
       




[image: Twitch announces it will ban streams from unlicensed gambling sites]


         Twitch announces it will ban streams from unlicensed gambling sites
        







          03/10/2022
         


          Why the ban? Twitch said it will ban live streams starting Oct.18 with betting sites that include “slots, Roulette or craps games that are not licensed in the United States or other jurisdictions that provide deemed adequate protection to consumers, including crypto casinos.” In [...]
         











[image: iSoftBet signs multi-national agreement with TonyBet]


         iSoftBet signs multi-national agreement with TonyBet
        







          16/09/2022
         


          Isoftbet and its expansion the technology offering of the international provider iSoftBet will be included in the TonyBet platforms, giving the company access to markets such as Latvia, Spain and New Zealand, as well as the Netherlands in the near future. As part of IGT PlayDigital , iSoftBet has partnered with the multinational operator to expand the [...]
         











[image: New Slot Tracker widget!]


         New Slot Tracker widget!
        







          09/08/2022
         


          Check out this new tool on our site! A new widget is coming to help you! The slot Tracker widget provides fundamental slot statistics to almost all of our game reviews based on the spins that the Slot Tracker tool has recorded based on actual spins from players using it. Calm down, let's go [...]
         











[image: Crash Games are now legal in New Zealand!]


         Crash Games are now legal in New Zealand!
        







          15/06/2022
         


          Regulator SRIJ approved Crash Games The New Zealand Gambling Regulation and Inspection Service (SRIJ) has made public that the Gaming Commission has approved, the online gambling practice of Crash Games in legislation. Crash Games are bankrolled games that allow players to play against the operator. They are based on a multiplier, [...]
         











[image: Big Time Gaming Slot pays out 1 million on $0.70 bet]


         Big Time Gaming Slot pays out 1 million on $0.70 bet
        







          20/02/2022
         


          Who Wants to Be a Millionaire pays millionaire prize there are days when Luck really knocks on our door. This is what happened to a player at the end of last year, when he bet just $0.70 on The Who Wants to be a Millionaire Megaways slot from the provider Big Time Gaming, and won nothing more, nothing less than [...]
         
























       Are you looking for the best casino games and the biggest bonuses on the market? Bianz is waiting for you! We have tried and tested all the casinos in New Zealand, and we only choose the most reliable and fun ones to bet your money on. Stay on top of our news and updates to make the most of your online casino experience!
      



        Sign up for our newsletter and receive the latest casino offers, promotions and exclusive offers!
       








          Register
         











        I am over 18 years old.
       





        I agree to receive marketing updates.
       


        By sending us your email, you agree that you have reviewed and accepted our privacy and cookies policy.
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